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QUESTION 1

How should you define a new, single attribute time card field with a new data source for the Project Costing Task time
attribute that is dependent on the Project Costing Project value selected? 

A. Define the new time card field as an independent time card field using a properly defined table value set as the new
data source. 

B. Define the new time card filed as a dependent time card field, using the new data source with a properly defined table
value set with the independent time card fields as the required Project Costing ? Expenditure Type time attribute. 

C. Define the new time card field by entering the correct parameters when running the Generate Time Card Fields
process. 

D. Only the delivered Project Costing Task time card field may be used in Cloud Time and Labor. 

E. Define the new Task time card filed as a dependent time card filed using the new data source with a properly defined
table value set, defined using the Dependent Field Definition page for the independent Project Costing ?Projects Time
Card Field. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Some users are complaining that the Time and Labor system is allowing them to record time against projects in which
they are not team members. Further, the time type column name is project name, whereas the values are project
numbers. 

What should you do to correct this issue? 

A. Create a new layout set with the "Enable Project Team membership" option selected. Edit the time card layouts for
the new layout set, delete the "Project Number" row, create a new row, select "Project Name", and then assign to the
appropriate time entry profile. 

B. Edit the existing layout set and select the "Enable Project Team membership" option from the drop-down list. Create
a new time card layout from scratch and select the "Project Name" check box. 

C. Create a new layout set with the "Enable Project Team membership" option selected. Because the time type selected
cannot be changed, you change the column name to "Project Number" so that it is consistent with the data selected. 

D. This cannot be done in Time and Labor, but it can be done in Cloud Projects. So you would have to change
appropriate options in Cloud Projects to fix both issues. 

E. The "team member" issue cannot be fixed in Time and Labor; it must be fixed in Cloud Projects. Also, because the
time type selected cannot be changed, you change the column name to "Project Number" so that it is consistent with the
data selected. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which is not a predefined approval task and task rule for payroll and project costing time entry approvals? 

A. a Payroll Time Card Approval task that automatically approves the time card if the total hours for time entries is 40
hours or less. 

B. a Project Time Card Approval task that routes time cards that contain time entries with a reported project, task, and
expenditure type to the appropriate Project Manager 

C. a Payroll Time Card Approval task that routes payroll time entries to the Line Manager if the total hours for a time
card exceed 40 hours 

D. a Payroll Time Card Approval task that automatically approves the time card unless it contains absences 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/globalcs_gs/FAUTL/FAUTL1471283.htm#FAUTL1471283 

 

QUESTION 4

How do you configure a time submission rule set used with time devices? 

A. Every time you create a time submission rule, the save action also creates a corresponding rule set. 

B. Use the time device import process to add time submission rules to the rule set. 

C. Every time you associate a time submission rule with the processing profile, the add action creates a corresponding
rule set. 

D. Manage Time Submission Rule Set and add the submission rules to the set. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/globalcs_gs/FAITL/FAITL2021781.htm#FAITL1788995 

 

QUESTION 5

How would you enable a weekly overtime calculation on a bi-weekly time card so that on the eighth day of the time card,
the overtime calculation is reset? 

A. You would use a weekly repeating period for the time calculation rules and define a weekly repeating period for the
time entry layout. When creating the weekly overtime rule, you would need to copy and customize the
WFM_THRESHOLD_TIME_CALCULATION_RULE_AP formula to reset the total after seven days. 

B. You would use a bi-weekly repeating period for the time calculation rules and define a bi-weekly repeating period for
the time entry layout. When creating the weekly overtime rule, you would need to copy and customize the
WFM_THRESHOLD_TIME_CALCULATION_RULE_AP formula to reset the total after seven days. 

C. This is not possible so you will not do anything. 

D. You would use a weekly repeating period for the time calculation rules and define a bi-weekly repeating period for the
time entry layout. When creating the weekly overtime rule, you would need to copy and customize the
WFM_THRESHOLD_TIME_CALCULATION_RULE_AP formula to reset the total after seven days. 
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Correct Answer: A 
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